Common Questions For Elementary Divisions:
#1 - "Courtakers" will referee the games.("Courtaker's" decisions are final.)
*The courtaker will call the game in a way that fits the level of play. The goal is to be as consistent with
the calls as possible.
#2 - No matter when the foul occurs, on a shot or on the dribble, no one shoots free throws until the 5th team
foul is called. (Flagrant or Technical are shot automatically) 10 foot Free Throw Line.
*You have a choice on free shots to chose a one pointer or a 2 pointer. Choosing a one pointer
assures you the possession on a miss. . . (except in the last 3 minutes of a game) NOTE:
Possession Changes on a made bonus shot Shooting a 2 pointer will cause a change of
possession on either a make or a miss.
#3 - Games will be played to 11 points in pool play, win by two, or the first team to 13 points. In the single
eliminating tournament round games will be played to 13 points, win by two, or the first team to 15. (20
minute max time limit for games)
•In the event of a tie after the allowed time allotment has expired a sudden death overtime will be
played. (an odd or even call will determine possession)
#4 - The ball must be brought outside the 3-point line on all change of possessions and must be checked in at
the top of the key on all dead balls. On a check-in the ball must be passed from the check zone.
*Defense on the ball during a check in must stay behind the 3 point line. . . However, the defense on
the two other players may deny the ball past the 3 point line
*No other player can be in the check zone when ball is being checked in.
#5 - Each Team can call a 1 minute time out during the game.(Time will stop the last 5 minutes)
#6 - In the last 3 minutes of a game the clock will stop if the game is with-in 4 points.
#7 - In the last 3 minutes of a game all foul shots will be followed by a change of possession no matter if it is a
make or a miss.
#8 - On a change of possession the player who has the ball must get at least one foot outside the 3 point line in
order to attack the basket.
#9 - A player may play on more than one team if that player meets the requirements of for that division and if
that player is registered on that team.
#10 - Once a team starts playing in the tournament they must compete with the 4 players that are listed on that
team. If there is an open spot on the registration form and the team picks up a 4th player who is eligible to
play in that division this is deemed acceptable.

Special Notice: Under no circumstances will the "Shada" tolerate rough play and/or abusive
language. Players displaying this type of behavior will be assessed a technical foul and/or
dismissed from game and/or tournament. We also encourage fans, coaches and parents to
exhibit GREAT SPORTSMANSHIP.

